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Welcome to the 109th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement.

This is the day to recognize the academic effort and personal commitment put forward by our graduating students. As you look around, you can appreciate our need to use an arena of this size. We all look every bit like the university that enrolls more Wisconsin residents than any other.

The work of a university and how it influences students is often considered to conclude when students finish their studies. At UWM, we are working to change that perception. Many members of our faculty and staff are involved in partnerships with area businesses, industries, non-profit agencies and educational institutions that are leading to more jobs throughout the region for our students after they graduate. We’re also encouraging new levels of innovation and entrepreneurship among our faculty, staff and students to support their efforts to create new companies and, again, create more jobs. The university’s role in the community evolves constantly, and UWM embraces the challenge of keeping up with the changes needed to support the region.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. They are the final members of our Class of 2013. When combined with those who preceded them in May, the Class of 2013 may be the first to exceed 5,500 students. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and benefits to both the recipient and the wider community. I know all of us gathered here celebrate our students’ accomplishments today, and, because of their achievements, we look forward to a brighter tomorrow.

Best,

Michael R. Lovell Chancellor
THE STORY OF THE UWM SEAL

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A Quick History of UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885 Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892 University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909 With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920 The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927 Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928 UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951 Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956 WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961 The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963 UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964 UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965 UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970 Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988 UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995 Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000 UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001 Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002 Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005 Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006 $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008 Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010 The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ’30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and, in 1951 became Wisconsin State College. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 14 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 53 masters and 32 doctoral degrees.
CHANELLOR’S MEDALLION

The medallion for Chancellor Lovell was created by a team of Peck School of the Arts faculty and students. The front is a map of the East Side campus, the mechanical back opens to reveal the chancellor’s name, and the chain is made up of panther claw-inspired links.

THE MEANING OF ACADEMIC REGALIA

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

Styles and colors had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

The academic hood is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- BLUE VIOLET—Architecture
- WHITE—Art
- BROWN—Art/Dance/Drama
- BEIGE—Business Administration
- LIGHT BLUE—Education
- ORANGE—Engineering/Computer Science
- PEACOCK—Human Resources & Labor Relations
- LEMON—Library & Information Science
- PINK—Music
- APRICOT—Nursing
- GOLD—Science
- CITRON—Social Work/Criminal Justice

Honors: The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

Marshals wear the gold cap and gown. They are responsible for leading the degree candidates in the procession marches and for keeping order throughout the ceremony.
UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS
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SALLY P. LUNDEEN  
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STAN STOJKOVIC  
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PROGRAM

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   John Climer, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Nathaniel Lee Greenhill, Vocalist

WELCOME
   Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Tim Higgins, Regent
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   David Misky, President
   UWM Alumni Association

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   Lorin P. Radtke
   Partner Managing Director
   Goldman Sachs & Co.

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
LORIN P. RADTKE
Partner Managing Director
Goldman Sachs & Co.

LORIN P. RADTKE is a partner at Goldman Sachs & Co. He is head of the Fixed Income, Currency and Commodities Americas Structured Product Sales team located in New York, which includes Mortgage Sales, Structured Credit Sales, CLO Origination and Credit Product Group. Prior to assuming this role in 2012, he was head of the Mortgage Sales Group. Lorin joined Goldman Sachs in 1992 as a member of Mortgage Sales in Chicago, moved to Mortgage Sales in London in 1998 and to Rate Sales in New York in 2000.

He was named Managing Director in 2004 and Partner in 2008.

Lorin has served on the Goldman Sachs Firmwide Black Network and Americas Diversity Committee, as well as leading minority mentor and advocacy initiatives. Lorin earned a BBA from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee in 1990 and an MBA from The University of Chicago in 1992.

Currently, Lorin serves on the Advisory Board of Children of Fallen Patriots Foundation and the University of Wisconsin Business School Advisory Board. He previously served as a UWM Foundation board member, 2009 – 2011 and a Lubar School of Business Advisory Council member. He is proud to have funded the Lorin Radtke Scholarship for minority students in the UWM School of Business. Lorin and his wife, Staci, and their four children live in Austin, Texas.
DOCTORAL DEGREES AWARDED

GRADUATE SCHOOL
David Yu
Interim Dean of the Graduate School

*Indicates August 2013 Graduate

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

ANTHROPOLOGY

Kerry M. Dore
“An Anthropological Investigation of the Dynamic Human-Vervet Monkey (Chlorocebus aethiops sabaeus) Interface in St. Kitts, West Indies”
Major Professor: Trudy Turner

Daniel Dean Kreutzer
“‘The Ruins and Us Belong Together’: Situating Archaeologists between the Federal Government and the Local Communities in Mexico”
Major Professor: Patricia Richards

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Jennifer B. Forecki
“The Role of GAP-43 Phosphorylation in Axon Behavior in the Developing Zebrafish Visual System”
Major Professor: Ava Udvadia

*William Cortrell Hutchins
“Cellular Metabolism and Its Effect on the Type III Secretion System of Dickeya dadantii 3937”
Major Professor: Ching-Hong Yang

*Evan Schuerer Krystofiak
“Fibrinogen-conjugated Gold-coated Magnete Nanoparticles for Antiplatelet Therapy”
Major Professor: Julie Oliver

*Lisa Kay Kendhammer
“Studies in Analytical Chemistry and Chemical Education. Part I: Characterization of Complex Organics by Raman Spectroscopy and Gas Chromatography. Part II: Differential Item Functioning on Multiple-Choice General Chemistry Assessments.”
Major Professors: Joseph Aldstadt and Kristen Murphy

CHEMISTRY

*Eduardo Alberch
“I.Studies on the Organocatalytic Formation of quaternary Stereocenters. II.Studies on the Claisen Rearrangement as a Route to Quaternary Stereocenters. III.Asymmetric Synthesis of Aldehydes Bearing Quaternary Carbon Centers via the Decarboxylative Asymmetric Allylic Alkylation”
Major Professor: M. Mahmun Hossain

*William Cortrell Hutchins
“Cellular Metabolism and Its Effect on the Type III Secretion System of Dickeya dadantii 3937”
Major Professor: Ching-Hong Yang

*Evan Schuerer Krystofiak
“Fibrinogen-conjugated Gold-coated Magnete Nanoparticles for Antiplatelet Therapy”
Major Professor: Julie Oliver

*Jessica Jean Loppnow
“Adhesion Molecule Regulation of Regulatory T Cell Migration”
Major Professor: Douglas Steeber
German Oscar Fonseca Cabrera  
Major Professor: James Cook

Michael Garvey  
“Applying Computational Methods to Interpret Experimental Results in Tribology and Enantioselective Catalysis”  
Major Professor: Wilfred Tysoe

Mohamad Ali Namdarghanbari  
“Cellular Zinc Trafficking: The Zinc Proteome and Its Reactions with Cadmium”  
Major Professor: David Petering

*Andrew Nowakowski  
“Zinc Chemical Biology: The Pursuit of the Intracellular Targets of Zinquin”  
Major Professor: David Petering

Dharaben D. Shah  
“Mechanism of the Hydroxylation Reactions Catalyzed by 4-Hydroxyphenylpyruvate Dioxygenase and Hydroxymandelate Synthase”  
Major Professor: Graham Moran

**COMMUNICATION**

Ruth J. Beerman  
“Containing Fatness: Bodies, Motherhood, and Civic Identity in Contemporary U.S. Culture”  
Major Professor: Leslie Harris

Kimberly L. Kulovitz  
“Cyberbullying in Left 4 Dead 2: An Experiment in Collaborative Play”  
Major Professor: Edward Mabry

Mridula Mascarenhas  
“Feminism at the Stake: A Rhetorical Comparison of Institutional and Feminist Voices in the contemporary Catholic Church”  
Major Professor: Kathryn Olson

**ECONOMICS**

*Rahi Abouk  
“Essays in Health Economics and Public Policy”  
Major Professor: Scott Adams

Ping-Hang Fan  
“Essays in Capital Mobility, Growth, and Macroeconomic Volatility”  
Major Professor: Hamid Mohtadi

*Christopher David Fletcher  
“Three Essays in Housing Markets”  
Major Professor: Naraya Kishor

*Jessica Milli  
“Three Essays in Applied Labor Economics”  
Major Professor: Scott Drewianka

*Anton Parlow  
“Three Essays on the Economic Costs of Armed Conflict”  
Major Professor: Scott Adams

Araji Salim  
“Essays on Natural Resource Revenue Management”  
Major Professor: Hamid Mohtadi

*Benjamin Jack Van Kammen  
“Three Essays in Labor Economics”  
Major Professors: Scott Adams and Scott Drewianka

**EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY**

*Crystal J. Carroll  
“The Effects of Parental Literacy Involvement and Child Reading Interest on the Development of Emergent Literacy Skills”  
Major Professor: Karen Stoiber

Mark William Charles  
“Effects of a Forgiveness Intervention on Lesbian and Gay Adolescents Hurt by Homophobia”  
Major Professor: Thomas Baskin

*Jaquaye L. Russell  
“Instrument Development: Youth Anger, Youth Forgiveness, and Youth Support”  
Major Professor: Thomas Baskin
Carey Lynn Sorenson  
“Female Adolescent Trauma Survivors Worldviews: Is this a Defining Moment in My Life or Does this Moment Now Define My Life?”  
Major Professor: Thomas Baskin

ENGINEERING

Arjumand Ali  
“Techniques for Optimum Design of Actively Controlled Structures Including Topological Consideration”  
Major Professor: Anoop Dhyingra

Fadi Alkhatib  
“Techniques for Engine Mount Modeling and Optimization”  
Major Professor: Anoop Dhyingra

Mahmoud Ismail Algazzar  
“Effect of N-Dodecylthiol and Thermal Annealing on the Performance of P3HT/PC70BM Polymer Solar Cells”  
Major Professor: Nidal Abu-Zahra

*Emad I Abdel Salam  
“System for Detection of Defects in Cables of Bridge Structures”  
Major Professors: Al Ghorbanpoor and Adel Nasiri

Ebrahim Forati  
“Analysis of Wire Media Using a Transport Formulation”  
Major Professor: George Hanson

*Qiang Fu  
“Modeling, Analyses and Assessment of Microgrids Considering High Renewable Energy Penetration”  
Major Professors: David Yu and Adel Nasiri

*Parisa Gandomkar Yarandi  
“High Power Gain Guided Index Antiguided Fiber Lasers and Amplifiers”  
Major Professor: Arash Mafi

Deepak K. Gupta  
“Inverse Methods for Load Identification Augmented by Optimal Sensor Placement and Model Order Reduction”  
Major Professor: Anoop Dhyingra

*Ehsan Ghotbi  
“Bi- and Multi Level Game Theoretic Approaches in Mechanical Design”  
Major Professor: Anoop Dhyingra

Qiaotian Li  
“Enhancement to Camera Calibration: Representation, Robust Statistics and 3D Calibration Tool”  
Major Professor: Brian Armstrong

Vahid Hejazi  
“Wetting, Superhydrophobicity and Icephobicity of Biomimetic Composite Materials”  
Major Professor: Michael Nosonovsky

Aniedi Effiong Nyong  
“Wetting, Superhydrophobicity and Underwater Superoleophobicity of Oxidized Surfaces of some Copper Alloys”  
Major Professor: Pradeep Rohatgi

Carlton Jonathan Reeves  
“An Investigation Characterizing the Tribological Performance of Biolubricants for Energy Conservation and Sustainability: An Introduction to a New Class of Green Lubricants”  
Major Professor: Tien-Chien Jen

*Ali S. Shrih  
“Experimental and Finite Element Investigation of Tension-Loaded ASTM A325 Bolts under Simulated Fire”  
Major Professor: Adeeb Rahman

*Binbin Wang  
“Aqueous Turbulence Structure Immediately Adjacent to the Air-Water Interface and Interfacial Gas Exchange”  
Major Professor: Qian Liao
*Lixia Wang
“The Role of Solution Chemistry and Cell Surface Properties in Mediating Bacterial Transport and Deposition in Porous Media and Interaction with Nanomaterials”
Major Professor: Jin Li

Jingcheng Wu
“Travel Speed Estimation on Urban Arterials: A Real Time Aspect”
Major Professor: Alan Horowitz

Li Xiao
“Recovering Bioresources from Integrated Photo-Bioelectrochemical System”
Major Professor: Zhen He

Bo Zhang
“Using Bioelectrochemical Systems for Sustainable Desalination and Hydrogen Production”
Major Professor: Zhen He

*Fei Zhang
“Establishing and Understanding the Electron Balance in Microbial Fuel Cells”
Major Professor: Zhen He

Qing Zhang
“Citation Network Analysis for Information Retrieval and Research Collaboration Recommendation”
Major Professor: Hong Yu

**ENGLISH**

*Colleen Robertson Abel
“The Relief of the Unreal Life: Poems”
Major Professor: Kimberly Blaeser

Dylan Barth
“Carry the Fire: Intersections of Apocalypse, Primitivism, and Masculinity in American Literature, 1945 – 2000”
Major Professor: Kristie Hamilton

*Dalia Gomaa
“The Non-national Subject: Ambivalent “Americans” in Contemporary Narratives by Women Writers in the U.S.”
Major Professor: Kumkum Sangari

*Don L. McFadden
Major Professor: Vicki Callahan

Susan Santha Kerns
“Propagating Monsters: Conjoined Twins in Popular Culture”
Major Professor: Tasha Oren

*Thomas Schur
“Film, Relay, and System: A Systems Theory Approach to Cinema”
Major Professor: Tasha Oren

**GEOGRAPHY**

Jeremy J. Sorenson
“Food Fight: Sharing Meals and Confronting Biopolitics in the Disciplinary City”
Major Professor: Anne Bonds

Rong Yu
“Examining Spring and Autumn Phenology in a Temperate Deciduous Urban Woodlot”
Major Professor: Mark Schwartz

**HEALTH SCIENCES**

*Christopher Dondzila
“Examining Mediators to Physical Activity as a Link to Interventional Efforts Aimed at Increasing Activity Levels and Improving Physical Functioning In Older Adults”
Major Professor: Scott Strath

Jeanette L. Kowalik
“The Influence of Position Type and Generational Grouping on Job Satisfaction of Milwaukee County’s Public Health Workforce”
Major Professor: Mary Madsen

Darcie Lange Olson
“Trends in Work-Related Injury Rates and the Associated Incurred Costs in Long-Term Care Centers”
Major Professor: Phyllis King
Aubriane Elise Rote
“Examining the Efficacy of a Facebook-Mediated Intervention to Increase Steps Per Day in College Freshmen”
Major Professor: Ann Swartz

Shabistan Sheerin
“Innovation and Commercialization Practices – A qualitative Analysis of NovaScan LLC”
Major Professor: Timothy Patrick

INFORMATION STUDIES
Soohyung Joo
“Investigating User Search Tactic Patterns and System Support in Using Digital Libraries”
Major Professor: Iris Xie

LINGUISTICS
Dola Algay
“The Acquisition of Relative Clauses: How do Second Language Learners of Arabic do it?”
Major Professors: Hamid Ouali and Fred Eckman

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
*Matthias Bollmus
“Three Essays on Investor Reaction to Alliance Announcements”
Major Professor: Edward Levitas

*Abhijit Dutt
“Economic Perspective on Cloud Computing: Three Essays”
Major Professor: Hemant Jain

*Tony Croix Lewis
“A Review and Analysis of the Effects of Financial Slack on Firm Innovation”
Major Professor: Edward Levitas

*Yiyuan Liu
“Essays on Dispersion, Fairness Perception and Partitioning of Online Prices”
Major Professor: Sanjoy Ghose

*Hui Xiao
“Essays on Institutional Trading around the World”
Major Professor: Lilian Ng

MATHEMATICS
*Xiaoying Lin
“The Boundedness of Hausdorff Operators on Function Spaces”
Major Professor: Dashan Fan

*Laurie Kelly Williams
“Invariant Polynomials on Tensors under the Action of a Product of Orthogonal Groups”
Major Professor: Jeb Willenbring

MEDICAL INFORMATICS
Ali Dashi
“Recovering Structure and Conformation of Molecular Machines from Random Snapshots”
Major Professor: Roshan D’Souza

Danqing Hu
“Patient-Oriented Evidence-Based Treatment Decision Support System (TreatQuest®) for Lung Cancer”
Major Professor: Jain Hemant

NURSING
Sherry Chesak
“Integration and Impact of Stress Management and Resiliency Training (SMART) in a Nurse Residency Program: A Feasibility Study”
Major Professor: Karen Morin

Debra L. Lajoie
“Reading Comprehension and Nursing Education: A Missing Variable Associated with Student Attrition”
Major Professor: Susan Dean-Baar

Kathleen Montgomery
“Experienced Pediatric Oncology Nurses’ Perspectives of End of Life Care”
Major Professor: Kathleen Sawin

Jane Brekke Paige
“Simulation Design Characteristics: Perspectives Held by Nurse Educators and Nursing Students”
Major Professor: Karen Morin
Jann E. Pfaff
“Representing and Retrieving Patients’ Falls Risk Factors and Risk for Falls among Adults in Acute Care through the Electronic Health Record”
Major Professor: Norma Lang

Melissa Mae Rubio
“The Experiences of Women Entering Methadone Treatment for Opioid Dependence: An Interpretive Phenomenological Inquiry”
Major Professor: Kim Litwack

Catherine A. Schmitt
“Perceived Needs and Coping Resources of Newly Hired Nurses in Transition”
Major Professor: Rachel Schiffman

Mari B. St Clair
“New Graduate Nurses Experiences of Transition during Orientation in Critical Care”
Major Professor: Karen Morin

**PHYSICS**

Wei Han
“Surface X-ray Diffraction Study on Polar Oxide Surface and Interfaces”
Major Professor: Paul Lyman

Suparna Patowary
“Protein Association in Living Cells Using FRET Spectrometry: Application to G-Protein Coupled Receptors”
Major Professor: Valerica Raicu

*Kallol Pradhan
“Growth of ZnO Thin Films on Polar Oxide Surfaces by Atomic Layer Deposition”
Major Professor: Paul Lyman

Namrta Purwar
“Structure and Function of Proteins Investigated by Crystallographic and Spectroscopic Time-Resolved Methods”
Major Professor: Marius Schmidt

*Miraj Uddin
“Solving Virus Structures from XFEL Diffraction Patterns of Random Particle Orientations Using Angular Correlations of Intensities”
Major Professor: Dilano Saldin

Brian Vlcek
“Beyond the Standard Model: LHC Phenomenology, Cosmology from Post-Inflationary Sources, and Dark Matter Physics”
Major Professor: Xavier Siemens

**POLITICAL SCIENCE**

*Joseph A. Cera
“How Conventions Bump: An Individual-Level Analysis”
Major Professor: Thomas Holbrook

*Youngmi Choi
“Political Economy of Free Trade Agreements in China, Japan and South Korea: Sectoral and National Security Politics of the FTA Wave”
Major Professor: Shale Horowitz

**PSYCHOLOGY**

Nicholas Lee Balderston
“Neural Responses during Trace Conditioning with Face and Non-Face Stimuli Recorded with Magnetoencephalography”
Major Professor: Fred Helmstetter

*Kiersten Lee Berggren
“Exercise-induced Hypoxia, Angiogenesis, and Behavioral Flexibility in the Adult Rat”
Major Professor: Rodney Swain

*William Michael Bowe
“Refinement and Pilot Testing of a Culturally Enhanced Treatment for Depressed African-Americans”
Major Professor: Jonathan Kanter

*Ayala Y. Gorodzinsky
“Parents’ Treatment of their Children’s Pain at Home: Pharmacological and Non-Pharmacological Approaches”
Major Professor: W. Hobart Davies

*Kelly Marie Janke
“Early Indicators of Academic Difficulties in Children with Neurofibromatosis Type 1”
Major Professor: Bonita Klein-Tasman
*Timothy J. Jarome
“The Role of a CaMKII/PKA-protein Degradation-GluR2 Pathway in the Control of Memory Updating Following Retrieval”
Major Professor: Fred Helmstetter

Janine Lynn Kwapis
“The Role of the Amygdala, Retrosplenial Cortex, and Medial Prefrontal Cortex in Trace Fear Extinction and Reconsolidation”
Major Professor: Fred Helmstetter

*Cory J. Patrick
“The Therapeutic Expression of Anger: Emotionally Expressive Writing and Exposure”
Major Professor: Shawn Cahill

SOCIAL WORK

Andrea N. Gromoske
“A Developmental Systems Approach to Exploring the Plasticity and Diversity of Teen Childbearers’ Parenting Behaviors”
Major Professor: Joshua Mersky

URBAN EDUCATION

Lillie Pearl Adams
“Building Hope, Changing Lives, and Helping Young African American Males Achieve their ‘American Dream’: The Beckum-Stapleton Little League Baseball Mentoring Experience”
Major Professor: Larry Martin

Nora V. Alvarado
“Staying in the Middle: Latinos/as Negotiators of their Social, Cultural, and Linguistic Capital”
Major Professor: Barbara Bales

Pandora Dell Bedford
“Teachers’ Beliefs and Practices Regarding Homework: An Examination of the Cognitive Domain Embedded in Third Grade Mathematics Homework”
Major Professor: Latish Reed

Nicole M. Butt
“An Exploratory Study Determining the Feasibility of Using the NAEP and NIES Databases to Conduct a Comparison of American Indian/Alaskan Native Student Achievement in Charter Schools vs. Traditional Public Schools”
Major Professor: Tracy Posnanski

Judith Lanser Fenzel
“Examining Generational Differences in the Workplace: Work Centrality, Narcissism and their Relation to Employee work Engagement”
Major Professor: Barbara Daley

*Talonda Michelle Lipsey
“A Qualitative Case Study on Teachers’ Identities, Ideologies, and Commitment to Teach in Urban and Suburban Schools”
Major Professor: Thandeka Chapman

Amy Cynthia Nelson Christensen
“Examining Differences in School Connectedness, Perceived School Support, and Attendance across Racial Identity Profiles”
Major Professor: Markeda Newell

Consuelo A. Palacio
“The Career Development of Latina Women Achieving the Position of Public High School Principal”
Major Professor: Gail Schneider

Leslie A. Patterson
“Effects on Volunteer Peer Leaders Participating in a Health Promotion Program for U.S. Veterans”
Major Professor: Barbara Daley

Craig D. Plain
“A Study of Transformational Initiatives and Social Capital”
Major Professor: Barbara Daley

*Kevin Roessger
“Investigating the Impact of Formal Reflective Activities on Skill Adaptation in a Work-Related Instrumental Learning Setting”
Major Professor: Barbara Daley
Ximena D. Soza  
“Teachers and Staff Perceptions of the 
Implementation of an Antiracist and Dual Language Bilingual Program at an Urban School”  
Major Professors: Raji Swaminathan and Rene Antrop-Gonzalez

*Kristin Ann Steinbach  
“Arts Education in an Urban School District: Principals’ Perspectives and Practices in a Standards-Based Environment Coupled with an Economic Downturn”  
Major Professors: Latish Reed and Kimberly Cosier

Kristopher J. Thomas  
“Compelled to Be Connected: An Ethnographic Exploration of Organizational Culture, Work-life Balance, and the Use of Mobile Workplace Technologies”  
Major Professor: Barbara Daley

URBAN STUDIES

*Ryan Lee Anderson  
“The Effect of Urban Fortification on Public Space”  
Major Professor: Donald Green

*Michael Ford  
“The Impact of School Board Governance on Academic Achievement in Diverse States”  
Major Professor: Douglas Ihrke

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Donna M. Small  
Neng Yang

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Natalie Binder  
Ryan Thomas Kern  
Jacqueline Diana Meixl

EDUCATION SPECIALIST

GRADUATE SCHOOL

David Yu  
Interim Dean of the Graduate School

EDUCATION SPECIALIST DEGREE IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY

Aimee Elizabeth Burazin
MASTER’S DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
David Yu
_Interim Dean of the Graduate School_

COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

ARCHITECTURE/ URBAN PLANNING
_Master of Architecture and Master of Urban Planning_

Fatima N. Benhaddou

HISTORY/LIBRARY SCIENCE
_Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science_

Sarah Elizabeth Corso
Lauren Elizabeth Gaines

LIBRARY SCIENCE/ MUSIC
_Master of Library and Information Science and Master of Music_

Marianne Yvette Kordas

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/ MANAGEMENT
_Master of Business Administration and Master of Science_

Kevin Ronk

MASTER’S DEGREES

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
_Master of Science_

Jacqueline Bertling
Katie Bhandare
Elizabeth T. Boyne
Kristoffer Brown
Thomas D. Burns
Dena M. Constantineau
Michael Martin Corcoran
Melissa Marie Ernst
Jay G. Grossert
Alexandria Hall
Margaret Mary Hall
Kristin Ann Harding
Christina Johnson
Melissa Kalbus
Kasongo Kalumbula
Bradley Robert Kerr
Elisabeth Anne Koerner
Mario McCoy
Susie McGinnity
Jineen Rae McLemore-Torres
Karen Elizabeth Meyer
Anna Meyers
Tiffany Crystal Parker
Vanessa M. Perez
Emilee Martha Schultz
Jeffrey Scott Serak
Ryan Spaulding
Sara Wise
Masaya Xiong

ANTHROPOLOGY
_Master of Science_

Amanda Margaret Balistreri
Kathrine Lynn Barnes
Amanda Kay Flannery
Allyse Freeman
Katelyn Anne Herrera
Amy Kathleen Kaczmarek
Allison Marie Kotowicz
Jill Kotwasinski
Kathryn Garrison Maxwell
Jenna Leigh Mortensen
Diane Kay Newbury
Jennifer Lauren Picard
Ellen Lyn Pilot

ARCHITECTURE
_Master of Architecture_

Nathan Robert Beyer
Nathan Cantley
Yu-Fang Chen
Michael Corbett
Lindsay Nicole Czerwien
Alyssa Frank
Beth Shadof Higgins
Luke Kenneth Holdmann
Joel Matthew Koeppen
Paul Dale Meeusen
Eric John Nesseth
Joseph David Richter
Jill Nicole Schutts
Thomas Paul Sherburne
Bruno Rivera Rodrigues Silva
Kristy Marie Stelter
Jakob Joseph Wagner
ART HISTORY
Master of Fine Arts
Anne Dauska O’Connor
Cassie Ann Sacotte
Elizabeth Anne Siercks
Melanie Louise Stagg

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science
Ona S.V. Alminas
Ryan Disney Patrick Dunk
Abner G. Fernandez
Mitali Ajit Gandhi
Christine R. Kozik
Kaitlin Claire McKenney
Maurizio Murru

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science
Ayesha Chawla
Velinka Medic
Miguel Tolentino

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration
Monique Jovona Anderson
Andrea Michelle Barth
Amira Lauren Burns
Amanda Isabella Buzdum
David Michael Cheske
Keith Cowan
John De Vane
Kelly Gruesser Durian
Daniel Patrick Ernisse
Matthew Eisold
Jessica E.M Farah
Alexander Jacob Felhofer
Bart James Finnel
Scott J. Forbes
Amanda Rae Geissler
Julie Marie Grau
John Thomas Hambrook
Benjamin Heselhaus
Thomas Michael Higgins
Nicholas Ray Huftei
Aaron Williams Jahnke
Mahdi M. Jardaneh
David M. Jones
Phillip Michael Jones
John Howard Kittelson
Jennifer Veronica Leonard
Jennifer Lee McHenry
Kevin John Mikez
Micaela Lynn Morin
Darron Murray
Avantika Nigam
William Kenneth Noviskis
Steven Jae Pankow
Tobias Alexander Simon Psyk
Patrick John Riffel
Blakely Dwayne Rogers
Jacquelyn Mary Roloff
Joseph Michael Ruppel
James William Ryan
Khalil Sabra
Beau Matthew Sanders
Mark Andrew Schultz
Charles E. Seaks III
Tehman Ashraf Sheikh
Kyle Patrick Smith
Steven Strackbein
Lianne Christine Streng
Jakub Zbigniew Szpytma
Jill Renee Thielmann
Cheryl Jean White
Andrew Michael Wilber
Norman Tobias Wilson
Jenna Ruth Wisnicky
Hongping Zhu
Lyndsay Zwirlein

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Executive MBA
Master of Business Administration
Matthew John Bednarski
Ogechi Evalina Chidebell
Steve Harry Cundy Jr.
Mary Kathleen Cunningham
Sumit Dua
Michael T. Famurewa
James Edwin Hartmann
Aaron A. Henry
Leon Jerome Hensen
Matthew Bruce Kirchoff
Anthony John Klotz
Sunil Kumar
Jack Meier
Lakshmanan Muthu
James Douglas Odell Jr.
Andrea Nicole Pasqualetto
Lindsay Susan Schuemann
Luke John Stecklein
Hemraj Sutar
Dustin Thomas
Adam James Wellnitz
Adam Franklin Wickersham
Ning Yang

CHEMISTRY
Master of Science
Alaknanda Amin-patel
Athena Marie Baranowski
Sarah Oplawsiki

COMMUNICATION
Master of Arts
Robyn Cherry
Ruo Lan Xian
Xue Zhang

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS
Master of Science
Jill Kathleen Aigner
Elizabeth Rose Alberswerth
Kaelye Bell
Jena Berg
Dana Elizabeth Brown
Melissa Ferne Burrow
Bree Ann Cumbers
Caitlin Leone Enger
Adam L. Follmer
Michele Frye
Rachel Kim Garrett
Stephanie Held
Savannah J’Anne Herdrich
Allison Rachel Hill
Maria W. Manby
Sarah Anne Manthe
Molly Anne Pavelet

Master’s Degrees
Saraha Kathleen Peterson
Lindsay Kaye Roesler
Brittany Ann Schaus
Anne Catherine Sempos
Leah Marie Theisen
Kathryn Marie Wagner

**COMPUTER SCIENCE**
*Master of Science*

Suboh Alkhushayni
Amandeep Kaur Binnar
Chandana Devabaktina
Eric Drew Fritz
Glenn Gordon Hook
Maha Janghorban
Neetu Katiyar
Cynthia Louise Kling
Dustin James Maass
Seyed Soheil Moosavinasab
Sowmya Ramya Vyjayanthi-Vemuganti

**CRIMINAL JUSTICE**
*Master of Science*

Beth L. Formella
Gregory Daniel Jonas

**CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION**
*Master of Science*

Abdulaziz Salem Aldossari
Karen J. Coy Romano
Stephanie Lynn Davis
Elizabeth Heimerl
Joshua Adam Joseph
Hilda Rosa Martinez Reyes
Lorri R. Mason
Nicole Marie Milkowski
Bramouse F.M Muhammad
Patrick Robert Schrank
Crystasany Renee Turner

**CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION**
*Master of Science*

Kendall James Barnes
Kelly Jean Boettcher
Aaron Shepard Bray
Ellen Roberta Dwyer
Michele Leigh Fuller
Rommy Eduardo Herrera Araya
Meredith Maria Herrera Gavin
Nicole Lynn Janzen
Brandon Edward Krause
Lindsey Anne McGregor
Stephanie Jean Pavletich
Megan Marie Sampson
Emily Elizabeth Solati
Katherine Vernezze
Teresa Mae Westby

**ECONOMICS**
*Master of Arts*

Matthew Beilman
Eric R. Shinnick

**EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY**
*Master of Science*

Farrin Denise Bridgewater
Jennifer Lynn Chapman
Holly Ann Flores
Brianna Lynn Koski
Rachel Anne Krejci
Katherine Lynn Lambrou
Mary Kathleen Lange
Jennifer Danielle May
Susan Ann Meyer
Erica Nagy
Jeffry D. Norby
Heather Lynn Polensky
Erin Marie Prestby
Alan G. Schnebly
Rawya Shibly Mukatren
Sari Ellen Shovers
Curt Shumaker
Jon Arthur Toppen
April Victoria Zarder Sr

**ENGINEERING**
*Master of Science*

Mohammad Abulghaith ALHaidri
Md Hayder Ali
Xuansong An
Hitoshi Arakawa
Sidharth Parmar Ashok
Matthew Brunell
Jennifer Lynn Brusso
Quan Chen
Thomas John Cross
Ali Dasthi
Unmesh Govind Deshpande
M-Adib El Effendi
Reihaneh Etemadi
Olusola Fawole
Sean Frye
Jeffrey Charles Gehlhoff
Luis Miguel Giraldez Pizarro
Kyle Jay Hines
Yen-Hsi Ho
Morteza Janbaz
Amir Hossein Kalantari
Patrick Thomas Kelly
Milad Khajehnejad
Alexander Maxwell Kool
Ananta Kothapalli
Solki Lee
Mohammad Masoudi Motlagh
Seyed Reza Mirhassani Moghaddam
Shobhit Krishna Misra
Marjan Nezafati
Issam I. A. Qamhia
Lavanya Ramachandran
Majid Rastegar-mojarad
Gonzalo Alejandro Rocha Rivero
Alana Mauludy Soehartono
Yagnaramasubramanian-Somayajulu
Yiran Tong
Ying-Ling Tseng
Rohit Ugle
Zhe Yang
Lezhi Zhang
ENGLISH
Master of Arts

Brian James Barnes
Jessica Ann Burch
Andrew Louis Hartman
Lesley Salas
Mindy J. Stroiman
Megan Ann Sunderland
Pamela May Urban
Joshua S. Worsham

EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION
Master of Science

Rachel Anne Cicchini
Natasha Bianca Currie
Ellen Marie Dehnel
Kathleen Joan Henderson
Angel L. Hill
Karen Regina Hill
Codie Delores Long
Erin O’Halloran
Melissa Ann Ruta
Becky Margaret Williams

FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science

Graham Francis Fazio
Brice Kyle Grunert
Jeffrey Scott Houghton
Amber Mae Koskey
Michael Alan Timm

GEOGRAPHY
Master of Arts
Master of Science

Alarico Mario Fernandes
Rodney E Ranken
Bradley James Willems
Angela Leckie Jackson
Matthew J. Miller

GEOSCIENCES
Master of Science

Justin J. Calhoun
Alice May Egan
Steven Michael Greenwood
Kimberly Rose Johnson
Kathryn N. Pauls
Danielle N. Sieger
Elizabeth Rae Stapleton
Anna Maria Thorp
Ian William VanDonkelaar

HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS
Master of Science

Luke Brace Getschow
Nicholas Kane
Brian Charles Kay
Michael Prammer

HISTORY
Master of Arts

Dmitry Beyer
Michael Ellery
Matthew Aaron Hall
Ryan Thomas Peters
Benjamin James Rogaczewski
Jonathan Schaefer
Andrew David White

HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS
Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations

Jason Thomas Bos
Navjit K. Dang
Jesse Dercks
Yuvika Dhawan
Jared Ehmcke
Jenneba Borghor Fofana
Amy L. Glover-Johnson
Aruna Jha
Timika L. Mitchell
Rudy Ruiz

KINESIOLOGY
Master of Science

Christopher Eric Adrian
Geeta Betrabet
Joshua Keegan Conlon
Andrew John Morgan
Wenqing Wang

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION
Master of Arts

Lindsay Anne Dahlberg
Christiane Elisabeth Ehrenreich
Linda Catharine Scaro

LIBERAL STUDIES
Master of Liberal Studies

Eric W. Jones
Jared Kehres
Sarah Elizabeth Young

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Library and Information Science

Dina Zhanatovna Abizaid
Kimberly Suzanne Adkins
Peter Allphin
Lindsey Diane Anderson
Lara M. Balk
Susannah Marie Barnes
Robin Marie Barry
Tami Jo Bartoli
Jodi Lynne Bennett
Jill K. Berrill
Marie Lynn Boleman
Jeanne M Booth
Paula Jean Briggs
Kelly Lee Carpenter
Anna Lee Chesebrough
Merete Elizabeth Christianson
Victoria Elizabeth Clingan
Elizabeth Anne Cronk
John D'Angelo
Rebecca Faith Duncanson
Linda Jeanette Ecclestone
Matthew C. Etzel
Angella L. Flatt
Kiley Elizabeth Folgert
Maria Fonseca
Steven Frets
Lawrence Matthew Fulkerson
Susan Mary Gallagher
Tracy Alaine Garvens
Amy Jayne Gibson
Chelsea Lynn Gilman
Elizabeth A. Goodrich
Megan Gove
Staci Card Green
Jung Eun Hahm
Linda Hahola
Trevor Scott Hanel
Daniel Edward Hauck
Jia He
Stacey Rebecca Hendren
Amber Jean Holets
Kimberly Nikole Howard
Sharalyn Duffin Howcroft
Stephanie Jacobs
Jenny Kay Jochimsen
Carolin Joan Kauten
Laura Marie Kimberly
Allyson Kirking
Ashley Kohls
Christine A. Kunka
Amy Elizabeth Lauder
Barbara Joan Lebak
Nancy Lynne Lupo
Kelly Grace Maloney
Paula Alicia Mason
Ross E. McPhail
Melanie Melville
Joanna Lynne Messer
Maria Therese Ortlieb
Annie Park
Matthew Thomas Phelps
Rebecca Ann Bohnet Philipsen
Rebecca Jean Phillips
Lisa K. Plath
Jenny Lou Pogantsch
Diana Prince
Megan Jean Putler
Amy Marie Razeghi
Kirsri Ritosalmi-Kisner
Rebecca Ruidl
Sarah Lynn Salvia

David Kaj Schousboe
Mark Charles Schroeder
Megan Elizabeth Schroeder
Matthew Sonnenberg
Jessica Belle Stalker
Laura Stevens
Michael Reid Stillman
Carole Renee Tristani LaRochelle
Patrick Richard Wallace
Charles Alexander Welborn II
Amanda Wilke
April Wills
Allison Ganzeweld Woods
Heather Jane Wray
Patrick Zimmer
Daniel Zuberbier

**MANAGEMENT**

*Master of Science*

Michael Thomas Anderson Jr.
Pavana Arwind
Max Penner Beckert
Gregory Scott Blohowiak
Christopher Brophy
Emily Elizabeth Burkholder
Weijia Chen
Xiaoxiu Cheng
Darin Michael Clay
Patrick Joseph Cunniff
Erin Donovan
Ryan Faja
Joel J. Firkus
Dustin Gavinski
Alexandra LaKam Goldman
Lori R. Grether
Tyler Grzetich
Jeffrey Robert Haugen
Lynne Therese Hindman
Zuhra Kaloti
Chelsie Cole Krueger
Alexander James Lagerstrom
Wen-Hsuan Lu
Hugo Nguyen
Theodore Ohlgart
Jennifer Ann Pahl
Jacob Wayne Rengstorff
Jordan Michael Rubendall
Edward M. Rueter
Michael Anthony Scaffidi

Matthew Stewart
Sarah Stockel
Joshua Robert Sulsberger
Christina Thiel
Shuwen Wang
Morgan Mae Webber
Xu Zhang

**MATHEMATICS**

*Master of Science*

Charles W. Beer
Nyles Kirk Breecher
Franklin Fotsing Kongne
Thomas Shea Goepfinger
Monchai Kooakachai
Margaret Ann McComack
Joseph R. Pehoski
Amanda Audrey Wilkens
Nathan Wojahn

**MEDIA STUDIES**

*Master of Arts*

Jonathan Charles Anderson
Casey James-Michael Carmody
Lei Jia
Minchul Kim
Stephen F. Kohlmann
Christian T. Moran
Leslie Jeynan Peckham
David Robert Wooten

**MUSIC**

*Master of Music*

Jonathan Carl Grimsby
Mary Elizabeth Husslein
Sunkyung Lee
Matthew Stephan McVeigh
Christopher Charles Michelotti
Bryan Christopher Ross
NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
Master of Science

Erik Roe Anderson
Renee Lynne Anderson
Marian Lynette Drew
Joellyn Jones
Mara Elizabeth McGhee
Jayme Lynn Moker
Steven Mussenden
Charles Allen Rozewicz
Jamie Sue Sharifian
Megan Elizabeth Shepard

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Master of Science

Sonja Marie Backus
Melissa Marie Bayley
Letece Ann Borreson
Rebecca Buehrens
Rebecca Marie Corazalla
Traci Lyn Dolski
Tanaia Marie Fisher
Autumn Elizabeth Gaylor
Stacey Marie Goulet
Jamie Grede
Lauren Olivia Grisa
Sarah Elizabeth Gyurina
Jennifer Lauren Hardy
Hillary Johnson
Torina Kehoe
Murphy Mangan Lance
Nicholas James Laurin
Kati Patricia Liegl
Alyson Nagel
Heidi Lynn Peterson
Amanda Lee Rayeske
Kelly Nicole Reese
Nicole Schade
Lucas Joseph Seelow
Tammy Sieglaff
Amber Leigh Slaby
Dana Beth Sosinski
Jessica Lynn Thompson
Camille Mary Tradewell
Samantha Diane Urbanik
Emily Rose Whitlock

PERFORMING ARTS
Master of Fine Arts

Kathleen Bibalo
Whitney Sue Jacobs
Timothy J. Lynch
Kesha Cabrini McKey
Sarah Weber-Gallo
Joshua Frederick Weissbach

PHILOSOPHY
Master of Arts

Heather Fox
David N. Shope
Mathew Jonathan Snow

PHYSICS
Master of Science

Michael W. Bartlein

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Master of Arts

Scott R. Dettman
James Louis Gorman
Mei-Ling Wu

PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science

Michelle Rosalie Di Paolo
Michael Kim Fitzgerald
Amy R. Goetz
Kathleen Marie Grout
Ryan James Hanson
Ross Michael Lafleur
Alisa Marie Morrison
Brittany C. Putnam
Megan E. Schiltz
Jennifer J. Tuscher
Youcai Yang

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Master of Public Administration

Ryan Scott Bamberg
Anthony DeWees
Victoria Henschel
Michael Jon Pedersen
Stephanie Marie Walker
Darcie Karyn Galowitch Warren

PUBLIC HEALTH
Master of Public Health

Steven Alan John
Laura Marie Keremcman

SOCIAL WORK
Master of Social Work

Yulonda Michelle Anderson
Sheila Angha
Caitlin Allison Artz
Jennifer L. Attwood
Katie Lynn Betz
Brianne Elizabeth Birtic
Marande Ree Aundra Buck
Winifred Lawrence Butler
Daniel Patrick Carlin
Leah Faith Cerwin
Colleen Cherry
Katherine Diane Collins
Emily Beth Conat
Amanda Marie Coyle
Kelly Crawford
Tanya M. Czarnecki
Opal Lakish Dennis
Samantha Jo Marie Dock
Kayla Katherine Ehler
Corey Ann Falasz
Lea Kay Fischer
Amy Louise Glisher
Kate Corinne Goedtel
Lisa Lea Graham
Stacey Diane Grant-Savela
Sarah Marie Hader
Heather Leigh Healey
Allison Marie Hill
Lauren Hobert
Tiffany Louise Hulberg
Aloka Miriam Kamicherei
Melissa Marlene Kehring  
Evoanna Kileen Kelley Correa  
Kari Kerber  
Karah Sue Kinderman  
Ann Marie Knowles  
Sarah Pike La Follette  
Megan Marie Larscheid  
Leah Laven-Wilson  
Kathleen Lopez  
Scott A. Markley  
Cecilia Marney  
Laura Jayne Martin  
Ashley M Martyniuk  
Leah Kristine Matthews  
Julia Lynn Mayer  
Jessica McHenry  
Joanne Carrie McMillan  
Rebecca Ann Mears  
Andy Moon  
Kimberly M Moran  
Chelsey Lynn Nisbet  
Sandra Jean Ostrowski  
Candice Louise Phillips  
Ashley Elizabeth Pierson  
Matthew Aaron Porte  
Mary Beth A. Reynoso  
Holly Marie Sage  
Trisha Nicole Schelk  
Megan Anna Schmidtman  
Ryan Matthew Schneider  
Kimberly A. Scott  
Ryan Phillips Sershon  
Heather Irene Shulze  
Jennifer Ann Skemp  
Jennifer A. Taff  
Victoria Lynn Teerlink  
Briana Lynn Timreck  
Melissa Lynn Tovar  
Brianna Vejvoda  
Kari Leigh Weiss  
Spencer Lawrence Wicklund  
Asha Elizabeth Witherell  
Sarah O. Woods  
Magdalen Jeanette Yoerin  

SOCIOMETRY  
*Master of Arts*  
Miguel Enrique Alvelo-rivera  
Brooke Ann Riesterer  
Matthew Daniel Salzman  

SPANISH  
*Master of Arts*  
Torrey R. Lauer  
Jessica Ann Roark  

URBAN PLANNING  
*Master of Urban Planning*  
Daniel Michael Huebner  
Nancy Maring  

URBAN STUDIES  
*Master of Science*  
Nelida Cortes  
Mehdi Nejatbakhsh  
Leila Saboori  

WOMEN'S STUDIES  
*Master of Arts*  
Katie Eileen Witz
Bachelor’s Degrees

School of Architecture & Urban Planning
Dean Robert C. Greenstreet
Bachelor of Science

Wesley I. Barnes
Alex David Barthel
Michael Corey Barthel*
Katelyn Brooke Boehlke*
Elliot Peter Bogdonovich
Mitch James Buschkopf
Nathaniel Mark Considine
Sarah Cripe*
Evan James Crossman*
Andrew J. Dowling
Juniang Fan
Tina Eve Fitzgerald
Curtis Van Floyd
Zachary Willes Fritz
Justin Reed Garrity*
Megan Shays Gilfillan
Natalie Goodin
John Taylor Gorski
Samuel Thomas Guadagnino
Lila Fatima Guizado
Steven Michael Husbey
Zach Kern
Gurpreet Kaur Kler
Jonson Edward Krauss
Henry James Kropp*
Joseph H. Lilly*
Jessica Lee Lindner*
George Tong Liu
Wesley Benjamin MacDonald
Cara Lynn Martini*
Marit R. Meeks
Tiffany Marie Monthie
Sean Mrozkowski
Wiebke Murphy
Michael T. Newman
Alex Joseph Parker
Mitchell Vance Pignotti

Jennifer Renee Pinsky
Michael George Radjenovic
Carol J. Sorg*
Matthew Karl Stuessy
Matthew John Tebeest
Amber Therese Thimmesh
Tina Marie Wesley
Jake Michael Weyrauch*
Justin Woods

Peck School of the Arts
Dean Scott Emmons
Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Fine Arts

Uzma Ameen Ahmed
Rhianna Lynn Andrews
Sally Louise Arenberg
Elliott Anthony Baruth
Bernard Lee Bautista*
Sarah Berthelsen
Marissa M. Biese
Stephanie Belle Brandt
Jeffrey Martin Brennan
Shana Monica Broderick
Dylan Lyle Brudny
E llen Marie Cahill
Haz en Joseph Clough
Brittany Noelle Curran*
Milan Curro
Lucas Monroe Cvikota
Ann Judette D’Acquisto
Derek Michael Delloro
Paul Joseph Fischer
Jennifer Suzanne Froh Kessenich
Kathy rum Pamela Gardner*
Samantha Helen Stender Goodrich
Benjamin Brian Gorder
Zachary Daniel Green
Nathaniel Lee Greenhill
Jehonathan Guzman
Justin Lee Hamilton

Michael Joseph Handzlik
Philip Mark Hegeman
Pang Yang Her
Grace Johanna Holdmann*
Akila Renee Ingvoldstad
Lucas James Jacoby
Melissa Mae Johnston
James Raffael Jones
Emma Katie Kaufman
Megan Rose Kelsner
Brandon James King
Jenna Jo King
Terrance Terrell Kingsby
Nathan C. Kinnaman
Jessica Ann Knapp
Danielle Michael Koceck*
Michael Edward Koester
Laura Elizabeth Kolar*
Shannon Lee Kupfer*
Gina Roberta Laurenti*
Erick Alberto Ledesma
Amy Lynn Malcolm
Vincent J. Maslowski*
Jacob Timothy McDonald
Jetro Merilainen
Keil Thomas Mitchell
Alexandria Lea Moeller*
Emily Michelle Mondloch*
Kevin S. Monroe
Leah Montgomery
Amanda L. Moore
Christopher Trefethen Moore
Bisan K. Muna
Sarah Ann Nagorski
Britlyn Kaye Neumann*
Amanda Leigh Nodurft
Samantha Rae Olson
Stephanie Marie Olson
Joshua Kevin Otte
Josee Elena Palamar*
Timothy Scott Palecek
Nicholas Ryan Palmer*
Cheong Hyeon Park

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Chase Raymond Patt
Cherie Pigeon*
Samantha Holly Rausch
Alexandra Nicole Rick*
Rachel Renee Schaefer
Michelle Theresa Schauer
Christina Danielle Scheppmann*
Phyllis Terri Schlessinger*
Courtney Elizabeth Schmidt
Sandra Diane Schmidt
Hannah Scott
Priyam Nitin Shah
Elizabeth J. Siegl*
Alexander Herrick Smith
Melody Rose Sorenson*
Sally Katherine Staats*
Mitchell David Stamm
Valerie L. Stange
Logan Gregory Ernest Stefonek*
Samantha Jutta Stoewer
Rebecca Mary Strietzler*
Tiffany Megan Sullivan*
Caroline Cabrera Tun
Melissa Marie Taylor
Ishshah Sua Teran
Jennifer Marie Trotnow
Jeanelle Ashley Vance
Justin Jeffery Vandenberg*
Daniel R. Velasquez*
Michael Steven Viers
Michael William Waring
Stephanie Anna Warsh
Brenton Patrick Wildman*
Nicole Marie Wisniewski
Nicole Christine Woltman*
Zong Yang
Zoua Sylvia Yang
Ruba Khalid Zaki

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Dean Timothy L. Smunt
Bachelor of Business Administration

Trevor William Adams
Amin Khairi Al-hassan
Abdullah Abdulaziz A Alkhalifah
Adel Mohammad Alshareef*
Naser Mohammed S. Althunayan*
Benjamin A. Amadeus
Chad Gregory Arend
Alan Michael Arts*
Mohammad Ashkanani
Avni Asipi
Alyson Marie Baeckes
Joseph Gordon Balistrieri
Summer Barton-Taylor
Anna Rose Bartz
Tristan Richard Beadles
Derrar Ahmed Benchekribou*
Marissa Kay Bittner
Kevin Michael Blackmore*
Scott Gordon Blazek*
Tyler Jerome Bled
Marybeth Boske
Stephanie L. Braunel*
Patrick Timothy Bruders
Derek Terrance Brusda
Brittany Marie Buss
Jennifer Susanne Campbell
Jonathan Taylor Capasso
Matt David Carlson
Brandon Joel Carus
Elizabeth Kathleen Causier
Ryan James Chars*
Samuel Miles Mayer Check
Ikechi Chioma
Alexander Russell Clark
Colin Richard Clark
Casey Theodore Conoley
Anthony Michael Corrao
Michael Howard Crisp*
Tyler P. Cummings
Kyle William Davis
Rebecca Lynn DeVaud
Rohan Sanjay Dighe*
Reece Benjamin Dinauer

Jennifer Ann Dobrinska
Timothy Gaetano Eaton
Erin Nicole Eddy
Bradley Eldor Ehlers
Kathryn Ann Ehlinger
Alex John Eichberger
Pierce Franklin Ekdahl*
Eunice Encarnacion
Johanna Entwistle
Dillon Joseph Essma
Phaedra Danae Fearen
Alexandra Elizabeth Felker*
Lacey Jean Fisher
Jennifer Anne Fossell
Ashley Marie Gaglione*
Dimas Garcia
Alex Joseph Geers
David John Gehringer
Ryan John Gerek
Ashley Therese Giese
Travis Gilberg
Jordan Bryant Golembiewski
Matthew John Goni
Casandra Goodman
Bradley James Gosa
Ronnie Graham*
Luis Gerard Guillermo
Han Duc Ha
Matthew Jon Haley
H. Charles Lewis Hampson
Mai La Hang
Alexander Richard Hansen
Robert Thomas Harold
Kimberly Cherice Hartzog
Jonathan Allan Hass
Kelsey Lynn Hau
Justin Robert Haugen
Erin Elizabeth Heffernan
Joshua David Henrich
Brandon Scott Henry
Michael David Hensel
Janet Hernandez
Brian Russell Hewitt
Dane Colin Hocken
Jacob William Hoffmann
Taylor Cade Hoskins
Stuart Hunter
Tanner David Huntley

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Nathan Maurice Immel
Berat Islami
Jacob Daniel Itzenheiser
Lana Janine Jamerson
Jordan M. Jenkins
Sansaray Rita Lorrain Johnson
Jacob John Kausch
David Joseph Katakas*  
Brad J. Katzer
Harleen Kaur
Harpreet Kaur
Christopher Murphy Kearns
Chikako Saga Keith*
Cory Andrew Kickhauser
Adam Jude King
James Robert Kintz
Collin Wayde Koepke
Lisa Lynn Kowalske
Vesa Krasnigi
Elaine Aldea Kressin*
Roxanne Marie Kreuzer*
Max Kromm
Rachel Ann Krueger*
Laurie Ann Kujawa
Charles Diamond Kupsch
Benjamin Edward Latendresse
Eric L. Lederman
Andrew Philip Lehman
Karl John Lemke
Megan Sue Lichtenberg
Erin Marie Lichter
Kyle J. Ligare
Andrew Lopac
Brad Andrew Losiniecki*
Katherine Ellie Lubbert
Sierra Danielle Lucas
Jessica Lynn Lueth
Alexander John Malicki
Erin Marie Manto*
John Bryant Mason*
Justin Michael May
Kyle Thomas Mayer
Caitlin Denise McCarthy
Sean Joseph McElmeel
Evans Michael Meier
Daniel John Metcalf
Andrew Robert Miller
Mackenzie A Millis
Lonnie Sylvanna Mitchell*
Emily Michelle Mondloch*
Emily Joy Moriarty
Jessica Eleanor Muchka
Anthony Robert Mueller
Jamie Lynn Mueller
Mara Alexa Mueller
Megan Leigh Mueller
John Brennan Mullarkey
Farrah Fatima Nazar
Eric Richard Nelson
Robert Paul Nelson
Sean Russell Nelson
Nadezhda Nenasheva
Christopher Adam Neuburg
Jenna Rose Newhouse
Sarah Ann Newkirk
ChoKam Ng
Oanh Thi Kim Nguyen
Nicholas James Niemczyk
David Robert Norcross
Andrew Ivan Novak
Pavle Novakovic
Paeton A. Olejniczak*
Daniel Patrick O'Reilly
Griffin Thomas Orlopp
Elizabeth Christina Otto
Derek Richard Paitrick
Megan Rose Parikka*
Yoon Ju Park*
Eric C. Perez
Marc Duane Pickering*
Alyssa Marie Pierdzioch
Morgan Elizabeth Potter
Ashley Victoria Poull
Emilee Rose Poull
John Puccio*
Rudolph Christian Raasch*
Jeffrey Michael Racer
Brian Rach
Jonathon Edward Ray
Max Thomas Retzlaff
Derek Scott Rickert
Iris R. Ricks
Zachary Patrick Rigsby
Mike Eugene Ringstad
Kimberly Karyl Ristau
Magdie Mascarina Rizk
George Robillard
Stephen Michael Romanello
Jacob Robert Romuald
Joseph Rooney
Evan McArthur Rossiter
Christopher Erik Rowoldt
Julia Mae Rygiewicz
Jonathan James Sagovic*
Joseph Carlo Salamone
Jason David Sauve
Nikola Savic
Adam Schackmuth*
Holly Michelle Schaefer
Benjamin Steven Schappe
Erika Lynn Scheer
Amy Joan Scherer
Holly Ann Schlaefer
Brittany Nicole Schmidt
Cory Dean Schmidt
Jonathan Ryan Schopp
Robert Michael Schroeder
Genevieve Pearl Schutz
Crystal Ann Schwieso
Ryan Joseph Seaman
Adam Christopher Seitz
Jhon Jines Sequeiros Valencia
Oliver Steven Sevelis*
Jeong Ho Shin
Jenna Marie Shipman
Daniel Sida
Todd James Sikowski
Apicha Simaratana
Ravinder Singh
Nial Timothy Spransy
Andrew Jacob St. Peter
Mitchel James Stauss
Zachary Shane Strike*
Zachary Anthony Stauss
Jeffrey David Swanson*
Adam John Syvock
Kevin Patrick Taughner
Erik Seth Tauschmann*
Marlaine Taylor
Dylon James Ternes*
Frances Christine Theisen
Cara Irene Tolzman*
Marko Torbica
Ryan Trudell
Eric Edwin Urban*
Riley Jules Vandervest

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Veng Vang
Wendy Wanglue Vang
Fernando Villafuentes
John Fredrick Volker
Ryan Matthew Yowinkel
Jacob Edward Walker
Jeanne Maria Wallace*
Qing Wang*
Jasmine Capri Ward
Max Emery Wardwell
Katie Marie Wehrmann
Zachary Ryan Weidman*
Bradford William Wessling
Harrison Ross Wichinski*
Matthew Wierzbka
Luke David Wiesemann
Sallie L. Wild
Samuel Willard*
Konnor Kenneth Williams
Mark Jason Williams
Taylor James Williams
Brent Michael Wolfenden
Andrew Henry Wolff
Kay Xiong
MaiKao Xiong
Yida Xu
Bryanna T. Young
Dean Zachary Zanskas
Zhaohui Zhang
Stephanie Ann Zielinski
Randy Joseph Zuelsdorf

**SCHOOL OF EDUCATION**
Interim Dean Barbara Daley
*Bachelor of Science*

Averie Leigh Anderson
Lilian Arletty Arias*
Alexandria Marie Azarian
Natalie Elizabeth Barczi*
Lisa Michael Battikha
Jessica Kristen Blank
Kristin Bogdanski*
Matthew Fitzpatrick Brey
Steven Broadway
Aimee Jamir Bromberek
Anthony R. Bryant
Scott Buechs
Miaya Marie Burrington*
Sarah Callif*

Rochelle Lee Cernick*
Donavon Edward Cohen
Heather Marie Darnell
Taylor Elizabeth Dietman*
Stacie Anne Dillenburg
Alexandria Rose Draganis
Allison Anna Drilling
Madeline Marie Duesterhoeft
Jennifer Marie Dunn
Lauren Elizabeth Eaton
Chanel Monique Edwards
Ashley Marie Enge
Ashley Monique Estes
Dana Marie Evers
Melanie Jane Facinger
Breia Lenise Farmer
Devin Rhianan Fellows
Yuanping Feng
Rose Alaine Friederichs*
Samantha Marie Galaska
Courtney Rose Goll*
Janelle Marie Gulczynski*
Jeanetta Hale
Morgan Mary Hearn
Kayla Leigh Heier
Amanda Faye Henkel*
Billy Heu*
Kelly L. Hutcheson
Sara Jane Irw in
George Johnson*
Madeleine Elizabeth Jones*
Brianna Marie Kaczmarowski
Janet Marie Kaeding
Katie Erin Kenealy*
Michelle Renee Kierstead*
Amy Catherine Konkol
Natalie Joan Kontowicz
Leah Marie Kowalewski*
Jamie E. Kraft*
Gina Jo Kralik
Milena Krstic
Lacy L. Lacher*
Mallory Taylor Larson*
Nikhom Lee
Ashley Rose Lentz
Meredith Therese Lippe
Marissa A. Lundin*
Dennis Pasdel Marshall
Michelle Marie Mcnamara
Lane Jordan McQueen
Evelinda Mejia
Corynn Marie Merkel
Cynthia Miller
Scott R. Miller
James Robert Morris
Ashley Christine Morris*
Angela Marie Mosby
Alyssa Kay Murray
Katherine Sarah Nelson*
Jessica Marie Noe
Claire Lauren Pellegrini
Molly Mae Peterson*
Jessica Lauren Popp
Megan C. Prudom
Nicole Marie Pusa*
Joan Jeanette Rady
Maria Christine Rebro
Emily Jean Reed*
Heidi Elaine Richardson
Amy Marie Ringenoldus
Shanise Shavon Rogers
Tamara Sydney Safer*
Katie Rebecca Schettle
Samantha Jo Schindler
Jaime Lee Schroeder
Jonathan Maxwell Schwid
Martin Sevilla
Amanda Doreen Shank*
Jerrion De'Vonta Shell
Matthew Alexander Sinclair
Leah Marie Smet
Aaron Smith*
Haley Doraloea Spaeth*
Gregory Springman
Shira Tova Stein*
Sarah Marie Swenberg
Joshua K. Tammi
Jordan Marie Therin
Colleen Elizabeth Thomas*
Julianna Elizabeth Trafton
Amber Turriff*
Samantha Jane Valdivia
Blongshia Yang
Esmeralda Villarreal
Carly Kathleen Vitrano*
Allison Malofsky Ward*
Isaiah Zachary Weatherall
Doreena Wilson
Sarah Lynn Wolfram*
Baonhia Yang*

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
continued

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Char Yang
Danielle Zais
Sophia Zobacheva
Tiffany Alice Zwolinski

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & APPLIED SCIENCE

Dean Brett Peters
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Abdulmohsen M D H Abbas
Steven Joseph Ackerman
Noha Fawzi Ahlat
Yousef Alabdollah
Nawaf AlMutairi
Maher A. Al-oigaeil
Asaad Hassan Al-Sabbagh
Abdulrahman Abdulaziz Alsultan
Bradley Jens Andersen
Isaac Ashun
Mohammed Ahmed Barayyan
John Mike Battikha
Anthony Bell*
Shpat Berbatovci
Rustin Elliot Bergren
Shane Joseph Colton Bernhardt
Andrew Ryan Block
Fred Arlon Bohlmann
Daniel Robert Bonness
Nicholas James Bonnet*
Benjamin Earl Borton
Brandon Gabriel Bosch
Cambryn A. Braun
Joseph Allen Brunette
Robert John Bur
Trevor James Burg
James Joseph Cechvala*
Chuang Ye Chen
Jing Ya Chen*
Michael James Cohen*
Phil James Crone*
Alexander William Curran
Vincent Robert Dahl
Garrett Daniel DeMeyer
Jesse Luigi DePinto*
Nikita Victor Dobrinin
Michael Thomas Easter
Christopher Thomas Esser
Erik Robert Feller
Samuel Robert Figie
Todd Joseph Forciea
Jordan Timothy Fults
David S. Gage
Ryan Gagnon
Ravi K. Ghosh
Evan Erich Glow
David Scott Golner
Alex K. Graber
Max M. Grafwallner*
Steven Christopher Greene
Thomas Carl Grelecki
Matt Hathaway
Kevin Robert Heinzel
Richard P. Hendley
Ger Her
Xachoj Her
Robin David Herda
Brett Daniel Ishihara*
Derek Neal Ison
Benjamin Daniel Jaberg
Joshua Michael Jacak
Marques Wayne Jackson
Sarina James
Erik Johansson
Zachary Thomas Just
Dylan C. King
Mark Edward Kleemann*
Kyle Matthew Kocher*
David Allen Kolowrat
Kara Lynn Kunz*
Derek Jon Last
Michael William Lawson*
Michael Gerald Ledger
Joshua Phillip Lee
Nick Daniel Leep
Nicholas Michael Lent
Craig Alan Lind*
Matt Aaron Lownik*
Matthew B. Mallory
Sean Patrick Marek
John Robert Mariani
Bader A A A Marzouq
Dylan Patrick Masse
Marcus Henry McDade
Seth Michael Merdler
Aleksandar Miljevic
Jeffrey David Motschman*
Abdul Aziz Muhammad Javed*
Christopher James Mursch
Jerod John Myers
Nicholas Jon Nowak
Evan J. Ogals
Jack Richard Ohme
Christopher David Olson*
David Robert Pasewald
Scott Timothy Pavlichek
Nicholas Robert Pepper
Christopher Gary Peters
Bradley Mark Peterson
Michael Anthony Prada
Thomas William Pritchard
Kyle Anthony Resczynski
Jacob Samuel Rivard
Brad Patrick Roberts
Kristopher Rockey
Benjamin J. Rocone
Yoshua Rodriguez
Humerto Sanchez
Matthew Richard Sandoval
Matthew Ryan Sawyer
Alex James Schmid
Breeann Lynn Schmidt*
Nathan Schmit
Luke Joshua Skinner
Nathan Lee Spaeth
Reid Charles Spiering
Joshua Aran Stangel
Carter D. Stephenson
Jack Steven Sudar
Michael J. Surtees
Michael Lee Swanson
Xee Thao
Riley David Thoss
Aaron Stanley Thrasher
Kurt E. Turdo
Brianna Christine Turley
Eng Vang
Michael Douglas Veihl
Jaskaran Singh Virdi*
Joshua Neal Vriesman
Seth Walsdorf
Adam Joseph Walter*
Weiling Wu
Joey Zipperer
James Zoromski

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Dean Chukuka S. Enwemeka
Bachelor of Science
Daniel Steven Allen*
Andra Christine Amrhein
Jacob Randall Bauer
Ciara A. Beckers
Ross Palmer Biesterveld
Andrea Isabelle Bihler
Jessica Lynn Close*
Taylor John Davies
Valentina Degiovanni
Jacqueline Elizabeth Engel
Nicholas James Fabry
Arwa Jamal Fairaq
Kelly L. Fritz*
Andrew James Goetz
Gisele J. Goudiaby
Nicholas Veselko Grbavac
Brittany Paige Grinnell
Kayla Marie Henderson*
Matthew James Hendricks
Michael Robert Hillmer
Daniel Peter Irzyk*
David Ray Jaeckel
Alysha Rosina Kiffin-Bruce
Kara Ashley Klaus
Leeanna Marie Kligis
Craig R. Laufenberg*
Melinda Sue Lein
Brad Merlin Lisowe
Jason James Marnocha
Meghan Lynn Meyers
Megan Ann Mittelstadt*
Sydnee Rebekah Montoure
Phillip Andrew Oblak*
Kyle John Olson*
Victor O. Onyango
Adam John Polifka
Neelum Rehan
Alexandra Lee Rokvic
Alex James Rosencutter
Samuel James Rothering
Kira Lyn Rubin
Nikole Danielle Rude
William Joseph Sanders
Egli Spaho
Rachel Stommel
Clinton D. Swanson*
Dejan Tirmanic
Tammy Jo Towne
Jordan Taylor Wood
Namalie Tiffany Yang
Rudi Alexis Zander*

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES
Interim Dean Woosop Jeong
Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology
Nicole Christina Aiello
Kayvon Shawn Ali*
Katelyn Marie Brittain
Jonathan David Chapman
Israel Maduabuchi Chimezie
Steven Benjamin Cohn*
Domingo Colon
Megan Sue Cybela
Gilbert Ricky Daranikone
Andrew Robert Depies
Jonathan Robert Dolan
Michael John Drews
Stephen Joseph Eiting
Ogechi Elechi
Ashley Marie Farr
Jamie Sue Forbes
Brendan Gallagher*
Jermaine Andre Green
Ahren David Henry
Timothy William Horak
Gary J. Jechorek*
Alexander Thomas Jeske
Aaron Kendrick
Seulgi Kim
Miles G. Koller
Douglas John Kottwitz
Christopher Michael Kubczak
Christopher Charles Lemerand
Gaozong Samantha Moua
Joseph David Nissen
Eduardo Ortega
Jennifer Lee Peralta
Marshal John Povlick
Kia Jo Reinders*
Jennifer Lynn Schiavo*
Kaitlyn Jean Schofield*
Darin Shelp
Kevin Renard Speed
Kaying Thao
Seng Lee Thao
Kathleen Watson
Steven Jeffrey Werle
Joe Wu*
Kelly Jean Zimmermann

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE
Dean Rodney Swain
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
Riley Joseph Aerts
Suleman Afzal
Jennifer Renee Ainsworth
Julian Albritton
Scott Gregory Alsch
Farah Alvi
Benjamin Jay Ambroch
Kelly Ambrose
Jorge L. Ambrosio
Monica Lynn Ambrowiak
Brittney Lynn Anderson
Kelsey Nicole Anderson
Paul Robert Anderson
Justine Andrew
Emily Corinne Antonicci
Karina Arciniega
Renee Catherine Arndt*
Rebecca Edith Arnold
Anthony Jerome Atkins
Sarah L. Austinson*
Roberto Ayala
Michael William Backhaus
Patrick Baird
Maricarmella A. Baker
Christina Marie Balcer
William Gifford Balistreri
Stephanie Kaye Bane
Robert John Bartholomew
Jonathan Robert Bast
Brooke Alison Behling
Matthew Beil
Andrew Yamanaka Belter*
Biviana Marie Benites
Marlena Jean Bennett
Mallory Rae Benson
Aysha Bhatti

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Benjamin Frank Bialek
Jared Thomas Bierbach
Dayna L. Bjerke*
Charles William Blackmon
Jeremy Wade Blaisdell
Megan Mary Blashka
Bethany Lynn Blount*
Alexander Frederick Bode
Kyiie Marguerite Bosture
Jessica Marie Boll*
Ruthie Marianne Bora
Trista Ann Borchardt
James A. Boyce
Elizabeth Kay Bramm*
Matthew Charles Bramm
Benjamin Joseph Brecke
Rosha Lovanda Brister
Indaca Thyais Brown
Ashley E. Brunner
Naomi Rose Bryant*
Emily Marie Brzezinski
Jobina Buddenhagen
Jennifer Susan Burany
Zachary Allen Burger
Thomas Warren Burmeister
Brianna Lee Burns
Adam J. Butschli
Rosalie Nicole Cadman
Brittny Aeshley Calyx
Robert B. Canan
Sapphire Bryttany Cancer
Alex William Carlson*
Brenton Ross Carmichael
Brian William Cashion
Rebecca Dolores Ceel
Kristen Elizabeth Champion
Joshua Brian Cherry
Eric Childs
Amanda Lee Christenson
Alexander Joseph Clavette
Chadwick Joseph Clickner
Molly Rebeccah Cohen*
Emmitt Colbert
Matthew Lewis Cole
Alina Michel Colon*
Kelly Michael Cook
Mark A. Cooper
Jasmine Marie Cordero
Miriam Corona
Quinn Ellen Cory
Elsa Louise Couillard
Brianna Jean Crea
Andrea Lee Crum
Daniel Abraham Cruz
David James Culhane
Charles Culwell-Kanarek
Taylor Judith Cummings
Thomas Charles Dallman
Glenda Leona Dannenfelser
Peter John Danner
Kyle Matthew Danowski
Benjamin Alexander De Mers
Jory Weldon DeLoach
Andrew Michael Disch
Joseph Jerard Donohue
Brendon Dorn
Melinda Kay Dowe
Roger C. Draeger*
Matthew Alexander Drake*
William James Drewry*
Shannon Jane Dropps*
Gabrielle Jasmine Dryden
Michael Gregory DuCharme
Sarah Margaret Duchow
John Flannery Dunbar*
Branden Jaymes Dupont*
Kimberly Renee Dupree
Zilibie Dzabiroski
Brienna Jean Eagan
Jessica Ann Eckl
Sarah Eggers
Scott Randall Egly
Preston Carl Ekdahl
Meghan Marie Elvington*
Ashley Christina Emond
Alexander John Erdmann
Chloe Marie Erickson
Chloe A. Ertman
Samuel David Erzberger
Sarah Marie Ewald
Lauren Fahl
Krystin Nichole Falk
Samantha Marie Feak*
Tyler Gene Fenske
James Michael Feroah
Kathleen Elizabeth Fetters-Iossi
Skyler Reid Fiorvanti
Kameron Fischer
Wesley Ben Flees
Christopher Fleischman
James Francis Fleming
Marley Mae Flueger
Kylie Lynn Formanek
Aaron James Forsythe
Stephen John Fortin
Brenna Teresa Franchi
Mary Alexandra Franzen
Amy Fredericksen
Corey Charles Friedrickson
Jerod Austin Freitag
Paul Andrew Friedrichs
Michael C. Frunza*
Timothy John Gannon
Chet Alan Garrett
Kristin Emily Garvens
Alexandria Patricia Gerschwiler
Erika Rose Gilbart*
Jason Patrick Gilner
Nicole Leigh Goggio
Eric August Gomoll
Kiersten Anne Gonzales*
Ana C. Gonzalez
Sarah Marie Gordon
Dylan Scott Gore
Eric Thomas Gremonprez
Jerd Grimm
Jason James Groth
Justin Michael Gruber
Justin Daniel Grunze
Leonard Peter Guillermo
Marie Kim Guppy*
Ethan Guyant
Alexander Joseph Hagler
Thomas Elliot Haines
Andrea M. Hall*
Siri Mee Hammersley
Bokyung Han
Ashley Charese Hanna
Nadine Julaine Hanson
Shaun Ul Haq*
Kailie Laura Harder
Dana Marie Hartwig
Joseph Douglas Hauser
Jacob Casey Haushalter
Katelyn Nicole Hawkinson
Patrick H. Heffernan*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Steven A. Heimerl  
Adam James Heitzmann*  
Nathan Bradley Henry  
Pa Houa Her  
Ashley Elizabeth Hermann*  
Nicole Marie Heyden  
Nakita Dominique Hickles  
James High  
Daniel Hinojosa  
Ashley Ann Hirsch  
Matthew Robert Hoag  
Charlene Frances Horner*  
Liesje Howard  
Sarah Elizabeth Huber  
Amber Lynne Huffine  
Quentin Lewis Hughes  
Katie Nicole Inman*  
William Anthony Iwaskiewicz  
Carren Leigh Jackson  
Mark R. Jacobs*  
Emily J. Jakubowski*  
Allison Margaret Jaques  
Hannah Rebekah Jeanson  
Christopher Aaron Jeske  
Kaitlyn Marie Johns*  
Angela Johnson  
David Arman Johnson  
Alexandra Therese Jones  
Caroline Kathryn Grace Jones  
Rebecca Dolores Jozwiak  
Chad Michael Just  
Rolando Alexander Kahn  
Baily Elizabeth Kalscheur  
Joseph Samuel Kaminski  
David Christopher Karin  
Kelsey Eileen Kaufmann  
Lisa M. Kaufmann  
John Raymond Keller  
Joseph Christopher Kelly  
Laura Elizabeth Kent  
Rachel E. Kernats  
Kristen Myrna Kieselhorst  
Amanda Knuteder  
Brandon Ray Kingsley  
Shana Elizabeth Kinnaman*  
Mikayla Jo Kinnison*  
Eleanor Ann Kirkwood*  
Nicole Kitzke  
Lindsey Meredith Klatt  
Kayla Rose Klawinski  
Leah Renee Kluck  
Emily Alice Klug  
Katherine Leona Klumb  
Christine Elizabeth Kneser*  
Lauren Nicole Knobloch  
Ryan Joshua Koepke  
Kate Elizabeth Kohlman  
Mariya Kolody  
Shannon E. Kolpin  
Stephen William Kramar  
Maegan Eli Krause  
Samantha Ann Krohn  
Kimberly Sue Kuehn  
Wendy Lyn Kujawa*  
Zachery David Kunkel  
Joshua Knox Kunz  
Jennifer Ann Lalk  
Morgan Kate Lange  
Joshua Irvin Lans  
John Ryan Larkin  
Kyle James Larscheidt  
Dayna A. Larsen  
Jacob Roger Larsen  
Caitlin Laubach  
Kyle Thanh Le  
Pa Houa Lee  
Tianna Jade Lee*  
Paul J. Lemire  
Naomi Rae Lerman*  
Yu Lin  
Karl Allen Lipovsek  
Rivka Chaya Litvin*  
Yimcoo Lo  
Kaylah Marie Lonergan  
Daniel Isaiah Love*  
John Lucas*  
Samantha Elizabeth Lundeen  
Sean M. Luse  
Christopher Michael Majdoch  
Thomas Joseph Mangi  
Greg D. Manlove  
Hannah F. Mann*  
Grace Marie Mantyh*  
Nicholas James Marajiko  
Shannon Elise Marble  
Logan Zachary Marg*  
Alexander James Maring  
Stephanie Michelle Marquardt  
Samantha-Jo Diane Massman  
Travis James Mather  
Kathryn Heidie Mattson*  
Scott Harold Maury  
Thomas Joseph McAdams  
Krystal Ann McCain*  
Michael Thomas McConeghy  
Sarah K. McGair  
Brittany S. McGrath  
Casey John McKeown  
Sean Thomas McManus  
Tim McMurry  
Victoria Krystyna McNally*  
Amanda Meech  
John Meise  
Samantha Ann Meneau  
Kramer Carpenter Menz  
Drake Alan Menzia  
Samantha Marie Merkel  
Lauren Lynn Messner*  
Brandon Methu  
Kirsten Michaelson  
Ian McCreddie Michel*  
Celeste Antoinette Miller  
Remalais Miller  
Stevie Jane Miller  
David Kent Minett*  
Miranda Miscikowski  
Alison Leigh Modrak  
Brett Alan Mohns  
Craig Thomas Momborg  
Barbara Jean Moore  
Samantha Lauren Moreno  
Kayla S. Morrison  
Michael Morrison  
Taylor Jan Morrison*  
Vernon Lamont Mosley  
Melissa Marie Mosur  
April Moua  
Janet Marie Mueller  
Nickolas Charles Mueller  
Kierney Mulvey  
Samantha Marie Nash*  
Mark Thomas Nebel*  
Erik Peter Nelson  
Lindy Suzanne Nelson  
Scott Evan Nelson  
Holly Lynn Neuman  
Andrew Thomas Newbauer  
Nicholas Newgord*  
McKenzi Kathryn Newman  
Austin DeClerke Nichols

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

Kathryn Rachel Nichols
Peng Nie
Laura Carolina Nigaglioni
Jeffrey Charles Nikolai
Adam J. Nikolaus
Jessica Claire Norris*
Kristin Olle
Kathrine Margret Ollenburg
Zachary Ross Olsen
Benjamin Phillip Olszewski
Aubree Brianna Omachinski
Rebecca Ann Omick
Christopher John Ondercin
David Edward Orr
Norma Alejandro Ortiz
Claudia Paola Ortiz-Stokal
Jared Lee Osterman
Lynnette Oursler
Matthew Lee Owen*
Kyle John Pachowitz*
Abby Dianne Padlock*
Olivia Scheffel Palm
Sydney Elizabeth Park*
Amber Leigh Parker
Christos Demetrios Theodore-Passalis-Bain
Steven Timothy Pavlik
Christine Stephanie Pedretti*
Brittany Susan Peters*
Tyler John Peters
Thomas Gregory Petersen
Matthew Thomas Petri
Blanca Picasso*
Aaron John Pierskalla
Andrew Paul Pirrung
Kolin James Poss*
Yvonna Lydia Powers
Katelynn Ann Prebish*
Brook Michael Process
Margaret Claudia Prokop
Maria Lauren Pruefer
Diandra Janette Prutton
Dave Pulkowski*
Kurtis Jon Quamme
Max Constantine Raasch
Omar Rafeia
Karanbir Randhawa*
Nicholas Allen Rawski
Steven J. Reinhart
Alexis LaFaye Reyes
Graham Kendall Rhoads
Josh James Richards*
Jennifer Maghan Ripke
Andrew T. Rivers
Ashley Robertson
Shawn David Rodriguez
Ryan Walter Roeger
Anna E. Rohde
Emily Clare Rohr
D’Anthony Roeshon Roohr
Christa Lynn Roscha
Anthony Lee Rossi
Rachel S Rozman
Sarah Danielle Ruble*
Yhadrina Ruiz
Alyssa Grace Russo
Andrea Leigh Ryerson
Brianna Marie Salmon*
Kyle Gerhard Santy
Howard Gregory Sapiro
Ruth Ann Sarbacker
Kelsey Aryn Satter
Kevin Jay Sayavong
Ethan Schaefner*
Staci Marie Scheibel
Amanda Janell Schicker
Andrew James Schiesl
Kristine Inga Schiman
Karl Lang Schimmel
Katherine Schleier
Kelsey Regina Schmalz
Darick Michael Schmidt
Jason Alan Schmieding
Kelly Jean Schmitz
Kersten Marie Schofield
Tyler Frederick Schultz
Kyle James Schulz
Jacob John Scott
Justin Michael Seideman
Ian Edward Seybold*
Richita Shah
Rishi Kumar Sharma
Robyn Suzanne Shemwell*
Daniel Richard Sherman
Margaret Elizabeth Shorey
Christopher Wayne Sickler
Nathan Kyle Siech
Jana B. Siesennop
Nathaniel Joseph Silva
Eric James Simon
Olivera Simovic
Autumn Rose Siudzinski*
Kelly Marie Skiba
Benjamin Robert Slane
Mark Smirniotis*
Jennifer Anne Smith
Leopold Benjamin Smith
Amanda Lea Smolinski
Jackie Jan Soun
Rosaria Jean Spella
Troy Charles Spielmann
Nicole Kathleen Spors
Tannah L. Stampf
Rebecca Lynne Stein
Meagan Nicole Stettinischn
Hailey Lynn Stoffers
Robin Lee Stonequist*
Jessica Michelle Stovall
Andrew Thomas Strang
Christopher Ryan Suchocki
Emily Ann Sullivan
Jordan Hailey Swearengen
Merry Catherine Sweeney
Douglas Tadeyeske
Masanori Takeda
Thomas Thaddeus Tang
Stephen G. Tarantino
Pachoua Thao
Mark Joseph Thorstenson*
Alec P. Thurston
Simranjeet Kaur Toor
Andrew Peter Toumanoff
Adam Justin Trau
Lance M. Trautman
Emily Rose Trier
Rachel Rae Tripi
Briana April Twit
Jordan Christopher Tybinko
Kasey Tynewfield
Mark A. Udovich
Steven John Udovich
Kayla S. Urban

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Jessica Nichole Vahovick
Blake J. Van Egeren
Ashley Fleetwood Vance
Eric Nyaj Tseeb Yang
Charli Velasco
Michelle R. Vitous
Holly Kathleen Vobroucek
Nicholas George Vorwald
Jaimie Lynn Voss
Allison Diane Walsh*
Janise Debra Marie Walters
Andrew Peter Wambach
James Ottis Watkins
Joshua John Weber*
Dustin Wegener
Robert Carlton Weich
Lynn Marie Weiskopf
Nathan Farrell Welchlin
Lindsay Marie Wells
Jackson William Westover
Justin Allan Wheeler
Nicholas J. Whitehead*
Nicole Terese Whitfield
Jenna Wiederhold
Brandy Alanda-Micole Williams
Samantha Lynne Willis
Jessica Lynn Wilson*
Heidi Pughe Woehlck*
John Henry Wolfe
Susan Kathleen Wolkomir
Jake Thomas Wood
Kathryn Rose Woodley
Shane Michael Woodruff
Lorianne Ruth Woolverton
Joseph D. Wooten
David Julius L Wurster
Paul Jay Yakich
Johnny Yang
Ashley Kay Zabler
Scott David Zarling
Timothy Robert Zeidler
Andrew Zemple
Michelle Anne Zignego
Nicholas Samuel Zubow
Sarah Jean Zupek*

COLLEGE OF NURSING
Dean Sally P. Lundeen
Bachelor of Science

Susan Rachel Abraham*
Jessica Jane Ackley*
Ragha Mohammad Ahmad*
Raneta Anderson Funk*
Lauren Irene Anderson
Earl Anthony Blair*
Stacey Lynn Brandt
Karen Marie Breidenbach
Joan E. Buchmeier*
Rachel Mae Buehring
Thomas Harry Burman*
James Alfred Bynum
Annemarie Joy Cooper*
Janel Cornellier*
Debra Ann Cross
Elise Danielle Damico
Courtney Nicole Deters*
Shane Duffy*
Molly Marie Duncan
Lindsey M. Ellingson
Karl Leo Eschweiler
Allen Gerald Fakler*
Nicole Louise Faldet*
Amanda Fank*
Amberleigh Ford
Leonard Joseph Foster
Sarah J. Furrner
Tony John Gibowski
Denise M. Gill
Elizabeth Michelle Gill
Danielle Marie Gresl
Kimberly Dawn Grimmer*
Suelhem Grochowski
Anna Kathleen Gross
Jennifer Blair Groth*
David Jacob Guerard*
Leonard Peter Guillermo
Jenna L. Hardtke
Carla Emory Hartig
Susan Hensel
Helen A. Hermus*
Angela Marie Hernandez-Rauter
Daniel Woo Hocking*
Theresa Anne Hoppe*
Fessehazion Weldemariam Iyasu
Megan Lee Johnson
Maria Terese Kassens*
Brian Christopher Klamecki
Christopher Justin Klann*
Olivia Erin Kmezich
Tanya Marie Kreizich
Karen Ann Kresse
David Alan Krzyston
Alysha Marie Lange
Nicole Noelle Laufenberg
Kelley Marie Lavin
Meghan Elizabeth Lawlis*
Sia Lee
Mark Alan Lehman*
Aubrey Ann Leindecker*
Robyn Marie Lemay*
Jeannine Ruth Lemley
Kong Meng Lo
Pakou Lo
Josephine Elizabeth Major*
Marissa Mae Maney
Aubrey Ann Masnica
Sarah Elizabeth Mazoch*
Chantel Sarah McConville*
Molly Rae McFall
Lynn McLaughlin
Kathryn Rose Michalski
Tara Jo Nagel
Marta Obniski
Catherine Sarah O'laughlin
Jennifer Irene Olson
Matthew Howard Reel*
Mary K. Reich
Katherine Jean Ress*
Leigh Marineau Richardson*
Laura Ann Rickey*
David Rockwood
Amy Marie Roepner*
Jeremy Jon Rose
Stephanie A. Schober
Karissa Rose Searl*
Heather Nicole Sickel*
Sharon Woyram Slade
Deborah Snow
Stephen Robert Spratte
Kelsey Stapelman
Karina Lynne Stefancic
Laura Marie Sterr
Milka Stojanovic

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Ben T. Sturtzen
Phavana Sysamouth
Courtney Joy Thielen
Kathleen Rose Torkildson*
Julia Tsyplin
Lauren Christine Van Beckum
Lacey Leigh Vanden Heuvel
Erin Renee Voskuil*
Rosemarie Vugrinec-Daleiden*
Kiki Walker
Andrea Inez Ward
Jonathan Jerome Wetzel*
Lyndsey Leigh Weyenberg*
Brittnay Nichole Wiedenbeck
Casey Marie Williams
Rajiek Romaro Wilson
Danielle Karen Wyckoff*
Chee Xiong
Nkajxeem Rose Yang
Debra Zachman
Stephanie Michelle Zajdel
Tenley Marie Zawada*
Crystal Lynn Zenecke
Rachel Zickert

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Dean Stan Stojkovic
Bachelor of Science

Nicholas Abdelnaser Alhasan
Joseph John Armdt
Shanique Ranea Barksdale
Michael C. Bazan
Ryan Michael Bernico
Ashley Susan Bintz
Jacqueline Nicole Boldt
Laura F. Borda
Malaya Cheree Brauer
Sara Lorene Brozek*
Loretta Nakeesha Cephus
Phouvahn Chanthaphaengxay
Jonathan Franz Chudy
Brendan Paul Cleary
Sean Stephen Cottini
Maxwell Dorn Cousineau
Benjamin Michael Crogan
Alyssa Nicole Deprez
Jennifer Lynn Dettlaff
James Bernard Doyle
Darryl A. Dryden
Jonathan Blake French
Evans Maurice Gant
Tony Alexis Gehrig
Amanda Gerber
Christopher Michael Gilson
Karla M. Gonzalez
Sarah Marie Gordon
Kimberly Lynn Guevara
Katherine Marie Haberstroh
Johnny Hang
Megan Elyse Hannigan*
Daniel Edward Hansen
Luke Allen Harris
Matthew Scott Harris
Michael Tyler Hawkins
Daniel Scott Herbst
Timothy Mark Holdmann*
Jordan Joseph Hooper
Garrett Tyler Hopkins
Stephanie Marie Howard
Randy James Humphrey
Brandon Hunter*
Michael Ryan Janich
Brenna E. Katch
Ervin Keller
Jonathan Adam Koltz
Erin Kotas
Christopher John Krueger
Eric Thomas Kukowski*
Hannah Lee Leighton
William Webster Lincoln
Ophelia Lockett
Najieb Nemer Mahmoud
Daniel E. Mandujano
David Lee Manzke
Phillip Jordan Martinez
Amber Maxine McKinney
Elizabeth M. Montes*
Alexis Desire Moore
Megan Barbara Morelli
Thomas Mott
Annie Olson
John Jay O'reilly
Jacob Patten
Laura A. President-Brown
Simon John Rabas
Eric Scott Rausch
Carnika Vanisha Reed
William J Ritzman
Nicholas Phillip Rivers
Kimberly Sue Rodriguez
Londan Tia Roohr
Emily Elizabeth Ruppert
Kenton Royce Seals*
Douglas James Smith*
Scott Alan Sterwald
Erikka Briyanna Strong
Daniel James Sullivan
Adrian D. Thomas
Kikelomo O. Tomori
Joshua Tyndall
William Louis Van Laanen
Porchoua Vang
Joel Vanga
Andrew W. Waara*
Briana Walls
Michael Joseph Waltz*
Adam Curtis Wege
Leanne Nicole Whelan
Dennis Allen Williams
Terrica Lynyea Williams
Enoch Lawrence Wilson
Katie Jo Wobschall
Joseph Thomas Wong
Corey Xiong*
Lara Yuhas
Joel David Zietsma

* Awarded Commencement Honors
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Paul W. Rediske, Chief Marshal, Dept. of Internal Audit
M. Suzanne Abler, School of Public Health
Shirley J. Bufford, Dept. of Governmental Affairs
Deanna S. Ding, College of Letters & Science
Theresa Franz, Registra’s Office
Timothy W. Gordon, Office of Student Life
Eric A. Gresnick, Center for Addiction and Behavioral Research
Scott A. Hoffland, Restaurant Operations*
Linda C. Huang, Black Cultural Center
Mark H. Huang, Dept. of Human Resources
Geoffrey F. Hurtado, Facilities Planning and Management
Travis L. Jones, Academic Opportunity Center
Dusko V. Josifovski, College of Engineering & Applied Science
Kim M. Omachinski, Center for International Education*
Nina M. Ottman, School of Fresh Water Science
James D. Schmidt, Dept. of Financial Aid
Louis Charles Schumacher, College of Letters & Science
Claude R. Schuttey, Campus Planning & Transportation
Kim M. Silbersack, UWM Libraries
Ramona M. Sledge, Black Cultural Center
Faye M. Spoor, College of Nursing
Katherine L. Steinbach, Dept. of Recruitment & Outreach
Dorrie K. Unertl, Dept. of Student Academic Services
Linda F. Walker, Career Development Center
Gwyn E. Wallander, College of Letters & Science
Betty A. Warras, College of Engineering & Applied Science*
Karen Wolfert, Campus Planning & Transportation

* Name Reader
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
Shannon Rickert               Liz Wick

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF
Steve Wilke

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT
Sergeant Jamie Kuenzi and a team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT
Kristin Van Housen, Senior Administrative Program Specialist, Secretary of the University’s Office

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF
Brad Stratton, University Relations & Communications

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS
Carolyn Arnold               Tammy Howard
Sarine Schmidt

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
Adrienne Bass                 Ellen Suttner
Sandy Botham                 Amy Tate
Sarah McCalvy

PHOTOGRAPHS
Professional photographers from Central Valley Photography capture images of each graduate before he or she walks across stage and while on stage. Photo proofs are sent to graduates. Photos can be ordered by calling Central Valley toll free at 877-446-2196 or 847-683-7130.

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view today’s ceremony online at http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/com_cer/com_archives.cfm

SOCIAL MEDIA
UWM wants you to share your commencement day. Graduates, family, friends and alumni, connect with us on social media. Tweet us your commencement moments in real time by using the hashtag #uwmgrad. Share your commencement photos on our timeline facebook.com/uwmilwaukee. View all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.